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Abstract

We examine the role of sketching in conceptual design ideation through a comparative
analysis a novice designer and a non-designer’s work in response to a typically ill-defined
design problem. Results show the designer’s conceptual activity as characterised by
significantly increased appositional reasoning; reasoning between design problem and
solution ideation. In contrast, the activity of the non-design participant indicated
significantly increased reasoning towards problem definition, with little evidence of solution
ideation. Our findings indicate an ability to sketch as probable cause for both the novice
designer’s increased solution-focused activity and iteration between problem definition and
solution ideation. Implications for sketching’s potential as catalyst for abductive reasoning
and appositional bridge-building between problem definition and solution ideation are
briefly discussed.
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Introduction
A defining characteristics of conceptual design is the ability to propose and develop
solutions to often ill-defined design problems (Rittel & Webber, 1973). In engaging these
design problems the designer must often rely upon heuristic strategies to judge the
appropriateness of solution ideas. To support these judgments sketching is frequently
employed as means to represent possible solution attempts and to reflect-in-action upon their
suitability given a progressive understanding of the design problem (Schon & Wiggins,
1992). As such, sketches and illustrations of various levels of detail and fidelity (Pei, Evans,
& Campbell, 2011) may act as scaffold for reasoning during problem resolution
(Goldschmidt, 1997; Kim, Jung, & Self, 2013; Self, Evans, & Dalke, 2014). The current
study examines the influence of sketch ability to indicate its relationship to appositional
reasoning between problem definition, solution ideation and development during conceptual

design. We conclude with a short discussion of implications for the potential to sketch ability
as scaffold for appositional reasoning during conceptual ideation.
Conceptual Ideation & Design Expertise
Rittel and Webber (1973) have famously described a category of problem that contrasts with
the often ‘tame’ problems of the scientific tradition. These Ill-defined problems are never
definitively solved, having instead a potentially infinite number of ways to proceed towards
resolution. This is because an understanding of the problem both depends upon and is
influenced by resolution attempts. Thus, a defining characteristic of wicked problem
resolution during conceptual ideation is an ability to assess the appropriateness of solution
attempts given an emerging understanding of the original design problem. Skills, knowledge
and level of experience in addressing similar problems will influence the ways in which the
problem is interpreted and assessment of the appropriateness of solution attempts. Judgments
as to the appropriateness of a propositional solution thus rest upon an informed yet heuristic
interpretation of the quality of the solution in its ability to meet the requirements of the
design problem. However, as well as the use of heuristics, to facilitate both expression of
ideas and assessment of solution attempts designers employ external representation (sketches,
illustration, but also models and prototypes) to provide opportunities to define the problem
and assess the appropriateness of solution ideas (Vissor 2006, Pei et al, 2011).
Thus reasoning between a definition of the original design problem and the assessment of
solution propositions appears to require an ability to use both heuristic strategies and tools
and techniques, such as sketching, to support assessment of potential solution candidates,
thus effectively bridging problem understanding and solution proposition (Cross & Dorst, op
cit). The current paper focuses on the later of these two abilities to indicate how sketching
provided opportunities for engagement in the types of appositional reasoning often required
during conceptual design ideation. Specifically, the study suggests how sketching appears to
provide opportunities to more effectively define the original problem and iteratively employ
temporal problem definitions as catalyst for significantly increased solution ideation.
Expertise & Design Sketching
Sketch ability has attracted much attention as means to explore reasoning during conceptual
ideation. For examples, Kavakli and Gero (2002) indicate the ways in which expert use of
drawing afforded many more cognitive actions compared to novice designers’ more modest
use of visual representation. Casakin and Hernan (2003) also provide evidence to suggest
how a lack of design expertise, and sketch ability, can result in an inability to establish deep
analogical structures between problem and target solution during conceptualisation.
Bjorklund (2013) shows how experts appear to see design problems as more difficult than
novice designers, using analogies to connect mental representations with representations of
the design problem at hand.
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Pei et al. (2011) indicate the Importance of an ability to reason between problem definition
and solution ideation through the representation and exploration of solution ideas as
sketches and drawing of varying degrees of fidelity. As such, if expert design ability is,
“founded on the resolution of ill-defined problems by adopting a solution-focusing strategy
and productive (authors emphasis) or appositional styles of thinking.” (Cross 1990 p132), an
ability to represent design intent appears important to the kinds of reasoning required in
response to ill-defined design problems. Suwa, Purcell and Gero (1998) appear to support
the idea of sketching as critical to appositional reasoning between problem and solution
ideation as they cite an ability to represent design intentions as critically linked to the
definition and exploration of design requirements, “drawing sketches, representing the visual
field in the sketches, perceiving visuo-spatial features in sketches, and conceiving of design
issues or requirements are all dynamically coupled with each other” (Suwa et al., 1998).
The current study contributes to this existing body of work to indicate how sketch ability
provides significantly more engagement in an activity indicative of appositional reasoning.
Methods
The current, explorative study compares the conceptual design activity of a novice designer
and a participant with no design education or experience. The design participant was a final
year undergraduate student of industrial design with 6 months internship experience. He had
previously taken fundamental sketching and visualization courses, at which he excelled,
together with studio-based product design courses. The non-design participant, being an
undergraduate business majour, had no previous design education, had received no formal
sketching skills development and had no design experience.
An experimental approach was taken with the advantage of reducing much of the noise
associated with more contextual or situated research (Michel, 2007). Within a working
studio environment the participants’ responses to a typically ill-defined design problem were
captured through video recording. Both the design and non-design participants were
provided with the same set of drawing materials: plain A3 drawing paper, lined A4
conference pad, pens, pencils, coloured markers, rubbers, sharpener and shape templates.
Both were given the same design problem, requiring participants to develop a concept for a
sports watch for young people aged between 18 and 30.
25 minutes was provided for the participants to respond to the design problem. After twenty
minutes participants were informed 5 minutes remained. Immediately following the task, the
subjects’ recorded design activity was played back to them as part of a retrospective thinkaloud session where they were required to tell a research assistant what they were thinking as
they engaged the task (Someren, Barnard, & Sandberg, 1994). As such, the current study
employed a retrospective approach to negate the potentially distracting influence of having
to think-aloud while working.
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The two transcribed protocols were then encoded through a Qualitative Content Analysis
(QCA). To achieve this, transcribed think-aloud sessions were first segmented using
thematic criterion. Two coders worked separately looking for discourse that appeared to
hang together as a single idea or thought. Following this, the same coders assigned
individual segments, or units of coding, to the dimensions of a concept-driven coding frame
adapted from Valkenburg and Dorst’s (1998) classification system (Table 1). The frame
provided four theoretical constructs which were then used in the encoding of the segmented
think aloud transcriptions. Originating from Schon’s (Schon & Wiggins, 1992; D. Schon,
1983) epistemology of reflective practice, various studies were found to have since
employed variations of the four constructs (i.e. (Bar-Eli, 2013; Dorst & Dijkhuis, 1995; Gero
& Kannengiesser, 2008; Tang, Lee, & Gero, 2011).
Table 1 Four conceptual coding categories
Construct

Description

Naming
(problem
analyse)

When the designer is explicitly pointing to parts of the design task as being important, we code
the activity as naming. During naming-activity the designer is looking for relevant objects in the
design task. The objects to be considered in the design situation are selected and named.

Framing
(synthesise)

When the designer frames a sub-problem or partial-solution to explore further on, then we code
this context as a frame. The frame is a context for following activities; something to hold on to
and to focus on while designing. The essence was the context for further activities. The activity
of naming entities is put into context through framing, and an overall perspective on the design
task is constructed.

Moving
(solution
simulation)

Experimental actions like generating ideas, making an inventory, sorting information, combining
ideas, or comparing concepts are coded as moving. During moving activity the designer not only
tries to solve the sub-problem, but at the same time also explores the suitability of the frame.
The move is always characterized by a verb, identifying the activity, complemented with the
content of the activity. The designer takes an experimental action based on the naming and
framing of the design task.

Reflecting
(evaluation)

An explicit reflection on earlier activities to know what to do next is coded as reflecting. The
reflecting activity contains a critical reflection of the designer on their earlier actions. Reflections
on earlier actions lead to either satisfaction; the making of new moves, or the reframing of the
problem. Reflection may also lead to a complete reconsideration of the designer’s view of the
design task, causing the designer to start naming new entities in the design situation.

In order to limit the inherent subjectivity required in any QCA, a segmented transcription
from each sample was encoded by two coders separately. Encoding was then compared for
consistency qualitatively. That is, the two coders came together to review and discuss
agreement and inconsistencies between their respective encoding. Disagreements were then
examined and decision rules agreed and applied as required. In this way, the reliability of the
frame (its ability to classify the segmented protocol transcriptions) and validity (its ability to
describe the participants design activity) were verified through the blind double-coding
approach.
Results
The follow section examines encoded protocol data through a comparative, qualitative
analysis of the work of the design and non-design participants. Figure 1 illustrates the
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distribution of naming, moving, reflecting and framing activities across the design protocols
of the two participants. The red shaded moving activity indicates sketching work.

Figure 1 Distribution of activities between designer and non-designer (sketching work in red).
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As indicated in Figure 1, the designer participant engaged in significantly more moving
activity during the task (Figure 1, moving) compared to the non-designer. His work was also
characterised by greater numbers of transition between moving and naming and moving and
reflecting. In contrast the non-design participant’s work was characterised by increased
naming activity (Figure 1, white bars). Moreover, the design participant’s moving activity
was dominated by sketching work (Figure 1 Moving, red bars), in contrast with the nondesign, who undertook very little sketching activity.
The design participant’s more solution focused approach, critically underpinned by sketching
activity, was evident in the first five minutes of the designer’s work, as he transitioned from
naming to moving to increased sketch-driven moving activity (Figure 2). The designer’s
conceptual ideation, involving transitions between naming and sketch-driven moving
activity appeared to provide space to test and refine his own understanding of the design
problem, while at the same time moving to explore possible solution ideas through his
ubiquitous design sketching. An example of the design participant’s use of sketching appears
as early as 00:27 when he names form as an important concept to consider, “So I think first I
think about the shape, sporty. A sports shape can make watches look sporty”. In response to
this initial naming activity, he immediately starts to draw, “so at first I draw the round shape
of a watch. So I’m drawing a round shape” (Figure 2, 00:00-05:00).

Figure 2 DE.1's design work and protocol activity, 00:00 to 05:00

The beginning of the designer’s protocol also included two framing events (Figure 2, black
bars). From the design participant’s transitions between naming important considerations
within the design problem and moving to test and explore solution ideas through sketchdriven moving, he is able to apply an emerging understanding of the design problem to
attempts made towards problem resolution. From here he appears to hit on the frame of a
banded watch design, “And this watch is…looks like a band, a wrist band, so a banded
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watch”. This initial frame is then used as catalyst for subsequent solution ideation,
reemerging at various stages in his protocol. As indicated in red (Figure 2) driving the
designer’s ability to engage in solution ideation appeared to be an ability to externalise and
develop conceptual intent through sketching activity.
The initial stages of the design participant’s ideation session appear to contrast sharply with
that of the non-design participant (Figure 3).The non-designer’s focus on naming activity,
rather as compared to more transitional, sketching-driven work, is exemplified through his
listing of things to consider within the problem space (Figure 3, white bars).

Figure 3 NE.2's design work and protocol activity, 00:00 to 05:00

The non-designer also makes four transitions between naming and framing within the first
five minutes of the task (Figure 3, black bars). These encoded frames included a flexible
strap design, “I’m thinking about a flexible strap”; Velcro as fixing material, “maybe Velcro
or something that can be easy to put on and take it off”; a circular form and the inclusion of
an accelerometer. In contrast to the design participant’s application of a banded-watch frame
in the subsequent, sketch-driven development of solution intent, the non-design participant’s
initial problem framing appears to have little influence upon solution ideation as his protocol
continues. That is, the non-designer’s apparent inability and/or unwillingness to transition
from naming to sketch-driven moving; from problem definition to solution ideation, is in
contrast with the designer’s more transitional, sketch-driven iterative approach. Again, in
contrast to a sketch-driven approach to conceptual ideation, the non-designer’s use of written
text appears only to compound an inability to transition from naming the attributes to pay
attention to within the problem space to the iterative proposition and development of
solution ideas.
In contrast, the design participant’s activity continues to be characterised by sketch-driven
moving, with further transitions between moving, reflecting and naming (Figure 4, 05:0010:00). By a mid-stage in his protocol, the designer’s sketch-driven moving and transitioning
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between problem and solution ideation appear to provide him ever increasing opportunities
to test and develop his solution ideas. For example, and retaining an earlier frame of the
requirement for a unique form, he continues his sketch-driven, solution-focused moving, “so
I think some other special shapes are, would make some sports feeling”. Although his moves
to develop solution ideas appeared to fail his own assessment of their suitability, the designer
appears able to revert to an existing frame to continue, through his ubiquitous sketching
work, his solution-orientated approach to the design task (Figure 4).

Figure 4 DE.1's design work and protocol activity, 05:00 to 10:00

In contrast with the design participant’s sketch-driven approach, it is not until the 7th minute
of the non-designer’s task that he moves from a definition of the design problem to consider
possible solution ideas (Figure 5, light grey bars). However, rather than moving to explore
the design problem through solution-focused sketching, he instead attempts to verbally
express and explore the appropriateness of his solution ideas, “And at the same time since
some people do their involvement in sports and they are above 20, around thirties,
sometimes they want something just not flashy - for them we can have something more
classic”. However, his shift of focus towards solution ideation appears to be short lived as he
reverts back to the identification of increasing numbers of sub-problems, “Usually we see
that because of exercising we sweat a lot and the salt comes out of the body usually tends to
spoil the watch over a period of time”. Compounding an inability to move from problem
identification to solution ideation appeared to be the non-designer’s lack of design
representation through sketching work.
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Figure 5 NE.2's design work and protocol activity, 05:00 to 10:00

Between 10:00 to 13:23 the designer’s protocol continues to be characterised by solutionfocused, sketch-driven moving activity. At approximately the middle of the 13th minute a
reflection upon his progress up to this point prompts a shift in attention back to
understanding the requirements of the design problem, “This watch has a new function
because…and at this time I think a sports watch, if a sports watch has…of course a sports
watch has a special shape”. This is then followed by ten minutes of transitioning between
periods of sketch-driven moving and shorter naming and reflecting activities.
From naming the importance of differentiation between a sports watch from a “normal”
watch, at 14:00 the design participant again frames “running mode” function as a possible
sub-solution. He then again shifts to a solution-focus as he transitions back to moving
activity supported by his sketching work to explore the frame’s suitability, “It can change
modes, so running mode or other modes. In this case just has the running mode so by
changing the button, a push button.” It appears the design participant’s ability to sketch thus
acts as scaffold for iteration between problem definition and solution exploration. Although
the same period of the non-design participant’s protocol appears equally fragmented, a
greater proportion of his time continued to be spent in attempts to understand the design
problem through the naming of important issues to consider in any future solution attempts.
For example at 15:43 the non-designer names uniqueness as an important characteristic of
any future design solution, “we need to have something unique”. However, rather than
turning towards an exploration of the ideas potential through solution-focused sketching, he
then indicates a moving screen as possible solution candidate. This is then followed by an
extended period of time naming existing problems around the use of smart devices, “say in a
smart watch we have the application… but at the same time if we are trying to compare two
performances or something”. As seen previously, the non-design participant appears to
attempt to explore the suitability of a moving screen solution through verbalization, rather
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than sketch-driven ideation, “I’m trying to think if we can have the function to overlap the
graphs”. Subsequent to this, At 18:44 he then makes one of a very limited number of
transitions to solution ideation, “We need to have distinct numbers, sports people always
want to have big letters”. However, by 19:30 his attention again moves back to thoughts of
the nature of the design problem, “Right now I am just trying to look at the requirements
again… The specifications so I can get more idea of the design”. During the last stages of the
non-designer’s protocol he engages in taking an inventory of his work up to this point
(Figure 6, 20:00-25:00). This is then punctuated by a single transition between naming to
reflecting to moving as he adds detail to one of only two of his previously drawn sketches.
After which he announces his conclusion to the task.
In contrast with the non-designer’s protocol, Figure 6 indicates the design participant’s
continued solution focused sketch-driven activity.

Figure 6 Comparison of DE.1 and NE.2’s design work and protocol activity, 15:00 to 20:00

As seen throughout his protocol, the design participant’s approach to the task continues to be
characterised by solution-focused moving through the generation, development and
reflection upon design ideas. This then appeared to potentiate the testing of the concept’s
suitability against an increasing understanding and definition of the design problem. To
emphasise the significance of his solution-focused sketching activity the designer
participant’s protocol is marked by a final faming event, “so finally I can see a new type of
watch, not a band or on the wrist, “Just a clip watch”. As before, and in contrast with the
non-designer’s problem-focused work, the last minutes of the design participant’s protocol
are taken up with solution-focused sketching to assess the solution’s suitability in the further
ideation of concept ideas.
Discussion & Conclusions
The design participant appeared to engage in significantly more moving activity compared to
the non-design participant, whose protocol was dominated with problem-focused naming
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events. As naming is associated with problem definition (Nigel Cross, Christiaans, & Dorst,
1994) and moving with solution ideation (Valkenburg & Dorst, 1998), our findings indicate
the design participant engaged in significantly more solution focused work compared to the
non-design subject. This finding agrees with Cross (2011) and Cross et al. (1994) who report
that those lacking design expertise tend to substitute problem-focused information gathering
for work aimed at solution ideation.
Specifically, the non-design participant’s naming focused approach appeared to result in
continued attempts to define the nature of the problem, with little work undertaken towards
its resolution through solution ideation. Moreover, within the limited attempts made to adopt
a solution-focused approach, as seen in the sketch-driven moving activity observed in the
designer’s protocol, the non-designer appeared unable to develop or progress his intentions
towards solution ideas. In contrast to this, the design participant’s significantly increased
time spent in sketch-driven moving activity appeared to provide the catalyst for significantly
increased idea generation and development.
Evidence to indicate the role of sketching as catalyst for iterative solution development, and
thus providing evidence of sketch ability as probable course for increased moving activity,
was seen in the design participant’s immediate engagement in solution ideation through
sketching following the identification of problem frames. As evidence of sketch ability’s
potential to offer opportunities to engage and develop conceptual design ideas, in the
designer’s first five minutes of his protocol, transitions between naming and sketch-driven
moving appeared to provide opportunities for the establishment of a banded watch frame.
That is, an ability to transition between naming and moving activity, and thereby frame the
problem in a particular way, while at the same time testing the problem-frame through
solution-focused moves, appeared to depend greatly upon his ability to sketch. In contrast,
the observed transitions between problem definition and sketch-driven solution ideation,
indicated in the design participant’s protocol, appeared absent from the work of the nondesign subject. Instead, an unwillingness or inability to deploy sketch representation as
means to explore and extend his solution ideas, severely limited his ability to propose and
develop solution ideas.
It appears the non-design participant, lacking sketching ability, was less able to engage in the
kind of abductive reasoning (Dorst, 2011; Roozenburg, 1993) often required during
conceptual design ideation. This inability also relates to bridge-building between design
problem and solution; the required appositional reasoning to provide conditions for bridging
problem and solution spaces (Dorst & Cross, 2001).
We have presented explorative results of a protocol analysis in order to examine the
influence of sketching ability upon design ideations. The qualitative comparison of protocols
indicates sketch ability as cause for significantly increased activity directed towards solution
ideation. In contrast, the problem-focused activity of the non-design participant appeared to
be compounded by a lack of sketching ability. These initial results indicate sketching ability,
rather than extensive experience of practice, provided the means through which the novice
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design participant was able to engage in the kinds of abductive (Roozenburg, 1993) or
appositional reasoning indicated as required in response to ill-defined design problems
(Rittel & Webber, 1973).
However, this initial study has limitations. For examples, how sketch ability relates to other
probable influential factors (i.e. differing levels of experience, design context, field of
expertise, nature of the original problem) was not considered in the current investigation.
Further studies are now required on, for example, how sketch ability relates to differing
levels of experience and expertise, differing fields of design practice, differences in the
design problem or how the context and purpose of the design activity may influence the use
of sketching.
Although it is beyond the scope of this explorative study to address these questions, we
provide evidence to illustrate the importance of sketch ability as means to represent design
intent, thereby providing less experienced designers opportunities to engage the appositional
reasoning often required during solution ideation. Further work is now required to continue
to build an understanding of how sketch ability relates to design reasoning during conceptual
ideation. This then has the potential to provide the foundations for a theory of design
sketching which may then be used to inform the development of pedagogic strategies to
more explicitly define the benefits of sketch ability as they relate to the requirements of
conceptual design practice. A theoretical foundation for explaining the role of sketch ability
will also be of use in the design of more relevant and appropriate conceptual design tools.
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